
Wild Ideas Statements (Alternative Worlds)

Audience Data and Assumptions (Affinity Diagramming) Quick Sketches and Ideas (Affinity Diagramming)

Volunteers
may have

jobs or other
obligations

Volunteers may be
"jaded" by people
who say they want
to adopt, but then
back out, or bring
the animal back

May be high
volunteer turnover

due to people
looking for "hours"

(community
service)

Online learning
would be much

more efficient so
that time isnt
wasted each

month training the
new volunteers.

Review
modules may
be helpful for

volunteers who
come and go

Ages 16 up,
including some
with disabilities
(with guardians

or escorts)

40% of volunteers
have less then 6

months
experience and
65% have less

than a year

77 % are
current or

previous cat
owners

91% said they
were very

comfortable
handling cats

Virtual reality
training

Training with real
customers/potentia

l adopters

Online
interactive

models

Cattery
Apprenticeship

Pair up with
someone at

a high
volume site
(mentorship)

Overcoming
objections
without a
hard sell

Machine learning
(interact with
cats and then
there is a print

out of
preferences)

Chat bot with
volunteers

Cat
subscription

box
Similar to Bark Box
or Blue Apron, but
you get a new cat
or new cat care

supplies
periodically (For

snake owners...jk)

Ipad or tablet
adoption

intake

Lower effort
experience -

make the
customer work

less

Personalizatio
n used in cell
provider retail

stores Consierge /
white glove

Social Media

Cat Lady
Community of

Practice on
Facebook or

Instagram

Volunteer
camp

Camps - Idaho Humane Society

Mini camps are service-oriented, one-day camps offered to kids between
the ages of 7 and 14. Campers spend the day completing hands-on
projects and meeting shelter pets. Projects are paused only for lunch,
while campers enjoy a pizza party. Due to the nature of these camps,
camp hours also fulfill

Volunteer at the Baltimore Humane Society

To volunteer or learn more go to https://bmorehumane.org/volunteer/opportunities-and-training/

Insights into
motivations
of humane

society
volunteers

Idaho Humane Society - 360 Video

https://www.idahohumanesociety.org/

Environment
for IHS

volunteers

Like Lyft

Digital badge
for Cattery

experts
(transfers to

other shelters)

Mission/Vision Statement (Elevator Pitch)

Transforming volunteers from cat lovers, to confident and
supported cat adoption champions, our project will
ensure that that Idaho Humane Society Cattery training
tools are interactive, intuitive, flexible, and fun.

They will be able to engage with
accessible technology (e.g. mobile app) and innovative
methodologies (e.g. coaching and digital badging) to
significantly improve adoption rates through ideal cat and
human companion matches.

Experiential
Learning

Mentoring

Tech/Innovation

Learners
may value
flexiblity and
variety in
levels of
commitment

Learners  have
some relevant prior
knowedge

Learners care about finding
"furr-ever" homes

Learners are
diverse group

IHS is often busy
and chaotic

Updated!

Round 1 Mission/Vision: Our project
will transform a staid ILT course with
role play interactions into a
cutting-edge, 21st-century immersive
learning experience. We’ll take
advantage of both new technology
(e.g. virtual reality and chatbots) and
innovative methodologies (e.g
concierge services and
personalized/customized service
experiences). Our product will not
simply incrementally improve
adoption rates; it will result in a
near-perfect rate of matching pet
and human companion.

Transforming volunteers from cat
lovers, to cat adoption champions,
our project will ensure that that Idaho
Humane Society Cattery trainings
are interactive, intuitive, flexible, and
fun.

Volunteers will be able to engage
with new technologies (e.g. virtual
reality and chatbots) and innovative
methodologies (e.g concierge
services, mentoring, and digital
badging) to significantly improve
adoption rates through ideal cat and
human companion matches.





Name and Picture

Key Quotes

Tag line and/or descriptor

Background

Goals

Tasks I do well

Tasks I need help with

Other relevant characteristics

Design Justification

Sharon is a second round, primary persona.

Direct Fact
Defensible
Assumption

Reasonable /
logical /

supports the
story without
stereotyping

KEY

This persona will help our LX design team gain deeper insights into the
motivations and learning pain points of Idaho Humane Society Cattery
Volunteers. Sharon's persona plays a vital role in improving cat adoption rates
and ensuring that the Cattery is staffed with skilled and knowledgable
volunteers. Sharon represents a key group of common learners that struggle
with complex, critical, or difficult volunteer tasks.

I have always loved animals, particularly cats, and have to stop myself from adopting any more everytime I go into the shelter. It can be tough to
volunteer regularly at the shelter with my two young boys, but I find time at least once a month. I've been volunteering at IHS for almost 9 months
now and feel like I've learned a lot. I enjoy my time at IHS, it's a great opportunity to get cat snuggles and show my kids that volunteering makes a
difference. We have three adopted cats at home and I really want to help other shelter cats find good forever homes.

To make sure cats go to a home with the "just right" fit adopters.
To provide a safe & clean space for shelter cats.
To perform well; to do "good" service, not just put in the time.
To contribute to the shelters overall mission of increasing adoption rates from 73% to 85%
To set an example for her kids

- Interacting with cats (handling, feeding, playing)
- Admitting when I don't know something
- Reading kennel cards for information about animals
- Greeting the potential adopters and answering basic questions
- Answering questions about general policies of the shelter

Sharon is a big-hearted animal lover and concerned volunteer. She works hard when she can dedicate the time to support Idaho Humane Society's
mission to successfully place cats in "just right" homes.Sharon

- Identifying the differences between cat personality traits and breeds
- Assessing the personalities of availiable cats
- Predicting cat behavior (such as how to interpret body posture,
position of ears and tail, eye contact, etc.).
- Proactively engaging with potential adopters
- Assessing the wants and needs of adopters
- Recommending availiable cats based on adopters preferences
- Answering questions on cat handling
- Providing resources and consulting to adopters on how to integrate a
cat into a new home
- Assisting with the adoption process (forms, fees, steps)

The Compassionate, Busy Volunteer

I have basic foundational knowledge of cats.

I usually volunteer once a month but it varies depending on my
schedule.

I think there is a mentor program availiable, but I don't usually get any
coaching when I'm volunteering at the shelter.

I have to help adopters pretty quickly and my time is limited, which
makes me stressed to make sure I am making a good match.

I'm not always confident in my ability to predict
cat behavior.

Sometimes I struggle to connect with potential adopters.

I feel supported when I can secure resources and knowledge from IHS
leadership.

I am not very comfortable with computer programs, but I have a basic
understanding of how to do things on a smart phone or tablet.

Initial interviews and
observation of cattery
volunteers indicates a
potential gap in cattery
customer service and
volunteers proactively

consulting with adopters to
determine their needs
(Project Description)

Persona Prototype, Round 2: Team Cat A

Source: https://phillypaws.org/volunteer/

Assumption: volunteers do
not have the consultative

sales skills to quickly
engage potential adopters,

or the skills to assess
available cats and

determine possible
matches for the adopter

(project description)

Volunteers are not
receiving appropriate

training, coaching,
expectations for how
they should greet or

interact with potential
adopters (project

description)

Assumption: Many
cattery volunteers do

not have the
knowledge or skill to

assess the
personalities of

available cats (project
description)

Many potential adopters
are unaware of the

differences between cats
and kittens and often don’t

understand the
responsibilities of adopting
a kitten as compared to a

full grown cat (project
description)

IHS does not train
cattery volunteers to
recognize personality

traits, breed
characteristics, or

assess other factors
that influence

compatible matches.
(project description)

Volunteers do not
demonstrate the
consultative skills

necessary to assess
adopter needs and

recommend potential
cats  (performance

analysis)

No knowledge
transfer between
exemplary and

other volunteers
(performance

analysis)

All 4 lead volunteers  feel
they need more training on
how to assess cat behavior,
make a cat-adopter match
and provide counseling on
integrating a cat into a new

home (performance
analysis)

39% of cattery volunteer
respondent indicated

that the training sessions
did not help prepare

them to assist in potential
cat adoption

(performance analysis)

Volunteers are
comfortable

interacting with cats
(handling, feeding,
play) (performance

analysis)

Kennel cards provide
some critical

information that can
be used to identify

potential cat matches
(performance analysis)

No job supports to
assist volunteers in

identify potential cat
matches, answering
common questions,
providing coaching

(performance analysis)

No job aid to help
with behavioral

assessment of cat
(performance

analysis)

prospective adopters
sometimes leave the

Cattery if they have to
wait for help or have

unanswered questions
about a specific cat.

(performance analysis)

cattery volunteers need to be
comfortable asking probing
questions to gather adopter
requirements, assessing cats
using kennel card information
and interactions, and making

confident cat
recommendations.

(performance analysis)

51% of respondents
stated that they had

little to no
understanding on

how to read/predict
cat behavior in the

Cattery (learner
analysis)

"I'm an animal person"

"I feel like I'm making a difference"

"I loved seeing the success stories and
remembering that I had a role in making
sure that this animal and family had each
other to share so many memories."

"Sometimes I'm afraid that my time isn't
well spent because I don't always know
what I'm doing, or how to get better. But
we don't have a lot of opportunities to
learn from more knowledgeable people."

"I feel I don't have the knowledge needed
to advise people about adopting an
animal. I feel I might advise them
incorrectly and influence a family to adopt
an incompatible pet."

Assumption: Volunteers are
comfortable admitting when
they don't know something
and proactively seek help

from an IHS staff member or
another volunteer when

necessary to assist a
potential adopter (task

analysis)

Wanted to do
things while my
children were at

school
(observation)

Majority volunteer
1x per month and

have been
volunteering for

ess than 1 year (LA,
p.3 and 6)



Sharon - Cat Lover and
Concerned Volunteer

Scenario

Experience/Journey Map Prototype, Round 2: Team Cat A

Phase Phase Phase Phase Phase

Actions Actions Actions Actions Actions

Emotional Experience

Opportunities Opportunities Opportunities Opportunities Opportunities

Internal Ownership Internal Ownership Internal Ownership Internal Ownership Internal Ownership

Based on Nielsen Norman template: https://www.nngroup.com/articles/customer-journey-mapping/

Goals and Motivations
(Instructional
Objectives

pg. 1)

(Team Cat A
Compiled
Interviews

pg. 2)

This is the 2nd cat I've helped
thats been returned to the

shelter. I don't know what to do
or what I'm doing wrong!

It is a little easier
to use the

adoption checklist
on the iPad...

I think I found a
cat that would be
a perect fit for this

adopter!?

Maybe I should
ask for help from
Linda? She said
she'd show me
the adoption

checklist again

I wish I could just
pet the cats all day.
It's hard to use the
checklist AND talk
with adopters who
don't understand.

Look at that! The
iPad app says I've

helped 40 cats
find their fur-ever

homes.
I suggested a

different cat than
what the adopter

thought they
wanted. It went

better than I
thought it would.

Merill First Princpes -
http://www.mdavidmerrill.com/Papers/firstprinciplesbymerrill.pdf

Learner Analysis -
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1VeSjnFYTLX3BZ1cdJ4_Vm2xvnDKOAL8o

Task Analysis -
https://drive.google.com/open?id=18GCpOXWWMuwz8OD7XwSKZfgcQ0ndyvQa

Interviews -
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Z6S4sp6kSkfDUStIQNffvObAmzLZQEpDdUmt4C6wcME

Sharon has been volunteering at the animal shelter for roughly 9 months.  Sharon is very dedicated to her
volunteer role and passionate about the animals she is trying to help, however shes been struggling with getting
cats successfully adopted into their forever families.

Sharon is not sure how to evaluate whether a cat is the right fit for an adopter. Just this past month, 2 of the cats
she adopted out during her shifts were returned to the shelter. She often struggles when she sees the cats back at
the shelter. Overall, shes feeling unconfident and doesn't know what she might be doing wrong.

She is looking for ways to ensure she can match the right cat with the right owner.

Sharon is spending her Saturday afternoon volunteering at the
animal shelter and noticed a cat that was adopted last weekend has
been returned to the shelter.

This is the 2nd cat she's helped adopt that has been returned just
this month. She's having trouble matching the right cats to the right
adopters and she's not sure where to start or who to ask for help.

Sharon is approached by a volunteer coach from the shelter to
discuss her experiences so far. Sharon expresses her lack of
confidence in making successful adoptions and how she doesn't
know what she can do to improve.

The volunteer coach asks Sharon what tools she has been using to
assist her during adoptions and if she has seen thought about what
went well during her successful adoptions.

This warm hearted volunteer and cat lover must transition from........In particular, Sharon needs to:
- assess potential adopters needs
- successfully recommend 2-3 cats to the potential adopter
- perform well; to do "good service" to potential adopters and not just complete volunteer hours

Frustration
Reflects upon recently
failed cat adoptions

Uncertainty
Explores ipad app

Engagement
Explores using the ipad app in
the adoption process with a
potential adopter

Excitement
Experiences a
successful/positive cat
adoption with the ipad app

Satisfaction
Reflection on successful/positive
adoption experience

The volunteer coach realizes that Sharon may need additional tools to help her
recognize the elements of a successful adoption and help build up her
confidence. The coach introduces Sharon to a mobile app that can help match
potential adopter preferences to availiable cats in the shelter, while providing
feedback on a her adoption success rate.

Sharon apprehensively agrees to complete the onboarding training for the app.
Sharon mentions that the app feels similar to other online forms she has used in the
past, such as intake at her doctor's office and when she has filed taxes online, but
that it is more enjoyable since it covers something she knows and loves, cats.

The volunteer coach reminds Sharon that the app can be used on one of the IHS
owned tablets during each potential adoption. Sharon is willing to try it out.

Sharon is getting excited that the app seems to be helping move
along the adoption process during her shift.

Based on the recommendations from the app, Sharon introduces the
adoptee to a potential cat that would suit their needs. If a
recommended cat isn't availiable, Sharon lets the adopter know.

Once a potential adopter decides on whether they'll take the cat,
Sharon helps to move them into the adoption process by getting a
staff member at the shelter and providing them with the adopters
intake paperwork and selected cat.

Sharon is feeling more confident and supported with the app. Her
volunteer coach encourages her to use the app while completing an
intake with a potential adopter during her next shift at the shelter.

During her next shift at the shelter Sharon uses the app to facilitate
the adoption process with potential adopters. Steps Sharon take
include:
- Assessing the potential adopter's level of interest
- Assessing potential adopter's needs
- Assessing potential adopter's background
- Input adopter contact information into the intake form
- Identify the appropriate cats for the potential adopter

Sharon discovers that the app can be used in all different adoption
scenarios and with a variety of diverse adopters.

- Volunteer coach at the shelter

Sharon talks with a volunteer coach who
asks her about her problems and past
experiences with the adoption process

- Continued support from volunteer coach
at the shelter
- Learning designer or SME to create the
ipad app content

Overview training from volunteer coach about the ipad app

Coaching support from volunteer coach on how to integrate the
ipad into the cat adoption process at the shelter.

Need a job aid in the ipad app to help with onboarding training

Some sort of video scenario that demonstrates the use of the
ipad app during a successful adoption.

- Continued support from volunteer coach at the shelter
- Shelter tech staff to help with any potential issues with the app
- Shelter training coordinator

- Volunteer coach at the shelter
- Shelter tech staff to help with any potential issues
with the app
- Shelter training coordinator

- Shelter training coordinator
- Experienced performer

In-app job aid that walks through the adoption
process

Ipad provides recommended cats based on
adoptees questions responses

In-app job aid that provides steps on how
to introduce cats to potential adopters, ques
about body language, warning signs, etc.

Sharon returns to the shelter during her next volunteer shift. It has
been a few weeks and Sharon notices that the cat she helped adopt
during her previous shift wasn't returned.

Sharon's volunteer coach stops by during her shift and asks her how
she's doing. Sharon mentions that she's feeling more confident in her
ability to make an impact with her volunteering and had a great
experience during her last shift when she used the app in an actual
adoption intake.

Sharon notices a new volunteer who seems a bit dismayed during
their shift. She introduces herself and mentions her experience using
the app.

In-app job aid that provides steps on how
to introduce cats to potential adopters, ques
about body language, warning signs, etc.



Learning Experience Deliverable, Round 2

Key:

A job aid that <describe briefly>

Context Statement:  The Idaho Humane Society cat adoption process requires volunteers like Sharon to identify and asses potential adopters needs and have familiarity with available cats. Volunteers must synthesize these pieces of information in an effort
to recommend cats that would be a quality fit with potential adopters. Because this process can be complex, an easily navigable and virtually accesible web application could help volunteers gain confidence and comfort with their skills and knoweldge.
(Instructional Plan, pg. 1)

HOW IT WORKS - The Furrever Home Finder is a web-based app that Sharon and other Cattery volunteers can use on their phones or on an Idaho Humane Society provided tablet. The app incorporates volunteer tools, such as the Intake Questionnaire,
with important information on reading cat behavior, animal care/safety, and customer service. The app also includes a digital badging component that tracks how many successful cat adoptions a volunteer has completed, and encourages volunteers to
coach others as their level of expertise rises. Similarly, the app allows volunteers to request help or coaching.

1) Cattery volunteers log into the app at the start of their shift, referring to the app when interacting w/potential adopters or assesing cats
2) Cattery volunteers use the Cat Adoption Intake Questionnaire to collect potential adopter info
3) The app utalizes card sorting to process the potential adopter info and map it onto appropriate cat characteristics that would match
4) Cattery volunteers use the card sorting results to recommend available cats
5) Cattery volunteers can also track completed adoptions and refer to helpful infomation within the app as needed (e.g. they see odd behavior from a cat and wonder if it might be sick, they are confronted with a reserved/shy adopter and look up probing
questions, etc.)

WHY IT WORKS - An app provides mediaion between Cattery volunteers and potential adopters, making conversations easier to initiate. The Furrever Home Finder utalizes existing resources and knowledge structures to help vounteers learn and build
expertise, strengthening their ability to make quality adoption matches.

Call Out/How
Learner will interact
with the Prototype

Emotional
State of
Learner

To-do Items

Lower Fidelity Prototype

Higher Fidelity Prototype

IHS Cat Adoption Intake

Phase 1:
Household

Demographics

Phase 2:
Previous
Animal

Experience

Phase 3: Cat
Traits &

Characteristics

Phase 4: Cat
Recommendations

Household Demographics

Are you looking for a cat for just you, or
are there other members of your
household?

Click all that apply:

Phase 2:
Previous
Animal

Experience

Phase 3: Cat
Traits &

Characteristics

Phase 4: Cat
Recommendations

Home

Single            Older Children >5       Younger Children < 5
No kids          Roomate(s)             Spouse/significant other

This does not include
all questions for all

phases.  Each screen
would contain one

question.

Previous Animal Experience

Do you have any pets in the home?

Click all that apply:

cats          male cat         female cat     dog
large breed        small breed         other

If, other, explain:   ( type answer here)

Phase 3: Cat
Traits &

Characteristics

Phase 4: Cat
Recommendations

Phase 1:
Household

demographics

Cat Recommendations
Based upon the the information the best
cat matches for ( insert adoptee's name)
would be:

Smokee Joy Moo

Phase 1:
Household

Demographics

Phase 2:
Previous
Animal

Experience

Phase 3: Cat
Traits &

Characteristics

Phase 4: Cat
Recommendations Home

Progress Report

Novice

Congrats!  You are officially a
novice intake volunteer!
Only 5 more intakes before
you become a Rookie!

Each cat picture flips
around when tapped,

providing a short bio and
relevant information on

the animal.

The app will utilize card
sorting to process

information and help the
volunteer to arrive at

appropriate cat suggestions.

Advanced Organizer (Home
Screen) will highlight the

different phases of the intake.
It will also allow the volunteer

to move freely within the
phases.

Once selected, the app provides the
user with feedback about the
implications of each selection.

Repeated use of the app allows users
to become familiar with more and

more information about each
demographic segment.

Context Statement: The vision of this deliverable is a tablet application that would support the use of the Cat
Adoption Intake Matching Form to provide effective, efficient, and customer centered adoption intakes.

Sharon;
compassionate,
busy volunteer

I'm great at greeting
customers, and I really
know my cats. What I need
help doing is putting those
two skill sets together to
create a good match.

Furrever Home Finder

Welcome to the Furrever Home Finder, an easy-to-use
tool to navigate and learn about the different phases in
a typical cat adoption. Click on a tile below to learn
more about each stage in the process.

Phase 1: Household Demographics

Phase 2: Previous Animal Experience

Phase 3: Cat Traits and Characteristics

Phase 4: Cat Recommendations

Phase 1: Household Demographics Phase 2: Previous Animal Experience Phase 3: Cat Traits & Characteristics Phase 4: Cat Recommendations

Smokee Joy Moo

This row of
screens will
describe the

overall activity

This row of
"interaction" screens
display what happens
when something has

been tapped.

Phase 1: Household Demographics

Reading Cat Behavior Ask a Catspert

As you begin to talk with a potential adoptor, ask the
following basic questions about the household. Select
responses, then swipe right on the quesion to learn
more.

Including you, how many people live in your household?

Sharon will swipe
through a series of
questions, selecting
collected responses

from potential adopters

One Two Three +

Sharon will swipe through cat
behaviors to see the body
language that correlates

(content from Royal Society for
the Prevention of Cruelty to

Animals)

When Sharon scrolls to the
bottom of each screen, she

will have the choice to
return home (home icon) or
continue to the next phase.

What ages of children live in your household?

None 0-5 yrs 5-10 yrs

None

If the adoptee does not have children in their
household, certain breeds (e.g. Himalayan, Savannah)
will be included among the possible recommendations.

Have you had a cat before?

Yes No

After you've asked all the demographic questions, you'll
move on to questions about other pets in the house.
These questions are helping you ensure that you have
a good match.

Wow, I sure have to ask a
LOT of questions. I like
that this app is helping me
understand WHY -- and
keeping me engaged by
letting me know that the
more I ask, the higher the
chance of success.

Do you currently have animals in your home? (select
all that apply)

Cat Dog Bird Fish

Smokee, male, 6
weeks, playful,
neutered, shots
updated
7/13/18, cage #4

Reptile

The previous two series of questions relate to the
appropriateness of the household. The next set of
questions involves personal preferences.

Phase 4: Cat Recommendations

Adopter FAQa

Support Center

Cat Behavior
and Care

Adoptter FAQs
Ask a Catspert

Need help? You've selected the Furrever Home
Finder Support Center button. Choose a topic below
for additional resources.

Novice

Chrck Progress

You have
successfully
rehomed 4 cats! As
a IHS Cattery
Noivce you are still
larning about each
cat as they arrive
and are working
haard to connect
with potential
adopters.
Suggestion -
connect with a
Catspert and
shadow a vet.

How oftten do I need to feed a cat?
- Feeding is dependent upon...

How much is the adoption fee? Is there an
assistance progrm?
- $10 to $75 depending n age and breed. Yes
assistance applications can be found...

Do you have barn cats available for adoption?
- Yes...

What happens if a cat doesn't work out?
- You can always return or rehome...

Below are the top cat reccomendations for this adopter.
Tap each cat for more information, and to make a final
recommendation.

Select the characteristics you'd prefer to have in your
recommended cat.

Kitten
only

Older cat
only

I'm beginning to guess the
recommendations and the
characteristics that led to
the recommendation. I
think I'll be able to do this
without the app soon. I'll
not only be able to make
the recommendation, but
also explain why!

Compatibility characteristics: no children, previous cat
owner, kitten, enjoys attention, indoor cat

Short
hair only

Long hair
only

Playful/
active

Reserved/
Shy

Enjoys
attention

Indoor
only

Outdoor
only

In-depende
nt

Kitten
only

Older cat
only

Short
hair only

Long hair
only

Playful/
active

Reserved/
Shy

Enjoys
attention

Indoor
only

Outdoor
only

In-depende
ntHave you had a cat before?

Yes No
Once Sharon makes

selections, the app provides
feedback that helps her

understand the implications --
enabling her to begin doing

this on her own.

Phase 2: Previous Animal Experience

Some of our cats need the attention of an experienced
cat owner. For example, some of our older, more
reserved cats, prefer the attention of an adult with
experience caring for cats.

A help icon lets Sharon
discover information

additional information and
suport. The bottom row of

this prototype displays how
help works within the app.

While there are more than 70 cat breeds in the wild,
we typically have about 25 different breeds at the
shelter at any given time. These questions help us
match a prospective cat owner with one of our cats in
need of a new home.

Phase 3: Cat Traits & Characteristics

Request a vounteer mentor/coach today!

Sharon will be able to view a
schedule of all volunteer shifts,
those with more expertise and

who have agreed to be
coaches/mentors will be

designated on the schedule.

Coaches/mentors will be
able to assist Sharon with

navigating the app and
handeling complex
questions/adoption

situations.

A card sort funcation
will sort the responses
that Sharon inputs and

generate cat
recommendations.

Decide if
reccomendation
will be of existng
shelter cats, or if
they will be more
broad (e.g. just
age and breed)

Characteristic
App Navigateion

10-18 yrs

What ages of children do you have?

0-5 yrs 5-10 yrs 10-18 yrs


